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The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) not only applies to organizations operating in the EU, 
but also to organizations outside the EU that process sensitive data from the EU. SecurityMetrics GDPR 
Defense has the tools you need to secure Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and assess your com-
pliance with GDPR requirements. GDPR Defense was a bronze winner in the 15th Annual Info Security 
PG’s Global Excellence Awards for “New Product or Service of the Year.”

ASSESS YOUR COMPLIANCE
Track your compliance progress simply 
and quickly with SecurityMetrics’ guided 
GDPR checklist. This checklist breaks 
down important elements of the GDPR 
into actionable items so you are never 
left wondering what you need to do next. 
The checklist monitors your progress 
in real-time and features an organized 
dashboard for reporting.

If you feel like you need help understanding 
what is required of you, the checklist features 

“How to Implement” tips that explain what you 
need to do to complete a given requirement.

GDPR TRAINING COURSE
In today’s data-driven society, organizations 
rely on the collection and processing of 
user data in ever-evolving ways. Employees 
working in these organizations share a duty 
to protect the rights of individuals’ personal 
data, which includes complying with the EU 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
Organizations collect the personal information 
of their customers and prospects for a variety 
of commercial reasons. Companies serving 
customers in the European Union have 
legal obligations concerning the collection 
and use of personal information under the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
This training course provides an overview of 
consumer rights under the GDPR and your 
obligations if you collect personal data. 

EASILY IMPLEMENT GDPR 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Part of the GDPR requires businesses 
to update and expand their policies and 
procedures to meet new regulations, such as 
data subject rights, consent, data retention, 
and breach notification. Rather than tyring to 
build your own GDPR Policies & Procedures 
from the ground up, we provide templates that 
you can easily tailor to fit your business.

UPLOAD GDPR POLICIES TO  
A CENTRAL LOCATION
An additional feature of the SecurityMetrics 
GDPR checklist is the ability to store your 
policies in a central storage cloud, which 
makes them easily accessible if you need to 
provide proof of implementation. Feel at ease 
knowing that your policies are stored securely 
in the case of a hard drive crash or data loss.

ACCESS YOUR GDPR 
IMPLEMENTATION REPORT
In the event of a data breach, you can use 
the SecurityMetrics GDPR Implementation 
Report as proof of your efforts to become 
compliant. The report is easily accessible 
from the checklist dashboard and provides  
a pie graph of your implementation progress, 
as well as a report of your progress over time.
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FIND PII AT YOUR 
ORGANIZATION
SecurityMetrics PIIscan is a data discovery 
tools that assists with GDPR requirements 
by discovering unencrypted Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII) such as:

• UK National Insurance Numbers (NINO)

• Protected Health Information (PHI)

• USA Social Security Numbers (SSN)

• Australian Tax File Numbers (TFN)

• Primary Account Numbers (PAN)

• Student PII

• Magnetic Stripe Track Data

Organizations may unknowingly  
store PII when:

• Applications (e.g. payment processing)  
are not configured correctly

• Electronic health record systems,  
payment processing applications,  
or other applications do not meet  
data security standards

• Old PII is not securely deleted  
or encrypted on newly purchased 
applications

• Employees are not aware unencrypted  
card data storage is prohibited

 

PIIscan searches computer systems, hard 
drives, and attached storage devices for 
unencrypted PII. Once PIIscan has discovered 
unencrypted PII, a report is generated that 
displays where the data is located. This 
makes it easy to securely delete or encrypt 
this data and reduce your organization’s risk.  
By using PIIscan, you will also save time by 
not having to manually search for unencrypted 
PII on your systems.

CONTACT AWARD-WINNING 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
If you would like assistance at any point in your 
GDPR compliance journey, our award-winning 
support staff is available 24/7 to provide you 
with answers your questions. SecurityMetrics 
representatives can help guide you through 
the checklist and provide insight as to how to 
fulfill each requirement.

US: 801.705.5665
Canada: 877.705.6069
UK: 0330.808.0831

SecurityMetrics GDPR Defense gets you on the path to 
GDPR Compliance with tools like PIIScan, which locates 
unencrypted PII on your networks and systems.
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ABOUT SECURITYMETRICS
We help customers close data security and compliance gaps 
to avoid data breaches. SecurityMetrics provides managed 
data security services and is certified to help customers 
achieve the highest data security and compliance standards.

We’re a PCI certified Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV), 
Qualified Security Assessor (QSA), Certified Forensic 
Investigator (PFI), and Managed Security provider with 18  
years of data security experience. We help local shops 
as well as some of the world’s largest brands achieve data 
security through managed services and compliance 
mandates (PCI, HIPAA, GDPR).
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